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Abstract 

Holiday travel often results in new traffic patterns, with drivers following routes they might not be 
very familiar with. Analyzing over 200,000 December accidents from 2016-2018, we asked where 
the most accidents occur during this busy season. The most accidents occurred in Houston, 
followed by Dallas, Charlotte, Austin, L.A., Atlanta, Raleigh, Miami, Oklahoma City and Seattle in 
the top 10. In each city we have identified a “Go Safety Hotspot” or specific area to avoid and 
ensure you and your loved ones are safe this holiday season. 

1 Introduction 
Holiday travel often results in new traffic patterns, with drivers following routes they might not be very 
familiar with. Analyzing over 200,000 December accidents from 2016-2018, we asked where the most 
accidents occur during this busy season. The most accidents occurred in Houston, followed by Dallas, 
Charlotte, Austin, L.A., Atlanta, Raleigh, Miami, Oklahoma City and Seattle in the top 10. While Atlanta 
and Miami combined had 2/3rds the amount of total accidents that Houston experienced during 
December, both cities had 4 of the top 10 crash ‘hotspots’.  Los Angeles and Houston each had one 
accident hotspot in the top 10. Interestingly, many of these hotspots are interchanges or similar road 
junctions where different highways meet and exchange drivers. We find the top December ‘Go safety 
Hotspot’ in each of the top 10 cities. We suggest long haul holiday drivers use extra vigilance 
navigating unfamiliar interchanges during the busy and hectic holiday season. 

2 Methodology 
This report draws on data collected by Ph.D. candidate Sobhan Moosavi and colleagues in the Rajiv 
Ramnath lab at The Ohio State University’s Department of Computer Science & Engineering [1][2][3]. 
Briefly, across the contiguous US, 2.2M accidents were recorded from the Bing or Mapquest APIs, 
along with concurrent weather information. Note that data is not equally distributed across the US, with 
larger states (TX, CA, FL, NY) generating a substantial fraction of the data [4]. 
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To find traffic patterns for holiday travel, we isolated 201,348 accidents that occurred during the 
month of December available in the dataset. We then subset by city code and found the 10 highest 
accident counts by city during December. To find accident hotspots, we subset by latitude/longitude 
pair for the top 10 cities and found the 10 highest accident count ‘hotspots’ during December. 

3 Holiday Safety Ranking 
Top 10 “Go Safety Hotspots” in each city can be found below. Number of estimated people involved in 
accident calculated according to government determined average vehicle occupancy rates [6] of 1.59, 
and conservatively assumes two cars are involved in each accident. 
 

 
 

4 Preliminary Conclusions 
We find that the top 10 holiday accidents are, in order(with recorded counts in parentheses): Houston 
(7183 accidents), Dallas (4541, 63% of Houston), Charlotte (4477, 62%), Austin (4021, 56%), L.A. (3465, 
48%), Atlanta (2951, 41%), Raleigh (2903, 40%), Miami (2453, 34%), Oklahoma City (2108, 29%), and 
Seattle (1834, 26%). As this was a broad based study, we did not correct for city area, population or 
vehicle miles traveled (VMT). Future studies will evaluate these metrics to correct for these parameters. 
 
Similarly, reporting bias is inherent in this skewed distribution of accidents (see eg the state distribution 
provided at [4]). While some of the top cities were in the higher sampled states (CA ~22% of data, TX 
(~11%), FL (~8%)), we did not see NY cities in the top 10 (~5%) while we did see ones from similar or less 
represented states like NC (~5%), GA (~3%), WA (2%), and OK (~1.6%). More work is needed to account 
for reporting bias and adjust for other factors as discussed above. 
 
Given this lopsided reporting skew, we were surprised to find two cities from the lower end of the top 
10 (Miami, 1/3rd as many accidents as Houston; Atlanta, 2/5th as many accidents as Houston). One 
explanation may be that certain police or highway patrol record accident locations with different 
accuracy. Alternatively, the lack of hotspots in Houston may reflect a larger and more spread out city 
area. Indeed, Houston is known to be one of the largest and most sprawling and low density urban 
cities, consistent with a wider spread distribution of hotspots over denser urban cities (see e.g. 
“Houston and Harris County have well-deserved reputations for built environments that are spread out and 
low density.” Houston Chronicle Apr 18, 2017[5]). Further research is needed to untangle this 
observation. 
 



Consistent with a more concentrated urban area generating accident hotspots at high traffic areas, we 
find that (many) of the top 10 hotspots occur at highway interchanges. Given that many holiday travel 
plans include specific long-distance routes traversing multiple highways, we suggest that these 
hotspots may be the result of holiday drivers unfamiliar with the confusing, spaghetti-like cloverleaf 
interchanges common to many US cities. Further research is needed to untangle complicating factors, 
such as traffic volume changes and weather conditions.  
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